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XYZ
Date of Birth 01 Jan 1990

Time of Birth 01:00:00 AM

Place of Birth New Delhi

Latitude 28.36 North

Longitude 77.12 East

Ayanmash NC Lahiri

Local Mean Time 00:38:48

Sidreal Time 7:19:34

LT Correction 21:12:0

Avkahada Chakra
Lagna Virgo

Lagna Lord Mercury

Rashi Aquarius

Rashi Lord Saturn

Nakshatra Dhanishta

Nakshatra Lord Mars

Tithi Chaturthi Shukla

Karan Vishti

Paya Gold

Nadi Madhya

First Letters Go, Gee, Goo, Gay

Vashya Jalachar

For Donation Gold, Bananas, Yellow Cloth

Pitra Rin Not Present

Matra Rin Not Present

Bandhu Rin Not Present

Stree Rin Not Present

Jeeva Hatya Rin Not Present

Kanya Rin Not Present

Sun Sign Capricorn

Decanate 2

Ghatak(Malefics)
Rashi Dhanu

Months Chaitra

Tithi 3, 8, 13

Day Thursday

Nakshatra Aridra

Prahar 3

Lagna Kanya

Yoga Vyaghat

Karan Kimstughna

Favourable Points
Lucky Numbers 1

Good Numbers 2, 4, 5, 8

Evil Numbers 1, 7, 9

Good Years 10,19,28,37,46,

Lucky Days Wed, Fri

Good Planets Merc, Ven

Evil Planets Mars, Jupiter

Friendly Signs Tau Leo Lib

Lucky Stone Emerald

Lucky Metal Bronze

Lucky Time 2 hrs after Sunrise

Lucky Direction North
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Planetary Aspects

Normal

Planets Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Moon Rah Ket

Sun Full

Mercury

Venus

Mars Half

Jupiter

Saturn Full

Moon

Rahu

Ketu

Planetary Aspects

Planets Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Moon Rah Ket

Sun x

Mercury x

Venus x

Mars x x

Jupiter x x x

Saturn x x

Moon

Rahu x

Ketu x x x x

Takkar (Confrontation) Aspect

Planets Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Moon Rah Ket

Sun x

Mercury

Venus

Mars x

Jupiter x x x

Saturn x

Moon

Rahu

Ketu x

Buniyad (Foundation) Aspect

Planets Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Moon Rah Ket

Sun

Mercury

Venus

Mars x

Jupiter x

Saturn

Moon

Rahu

Ketu

Dhokha (Deceit) Aspect

Planets Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Moon Rah Ket

Sun

Mercury

Venus

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Moon x

Rahu

Ketu

Sahchari Diwar Aspect

Planets Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Moon Rah Ket

Sun x x x x

Mercury x x x

Venus x x x

Mars x x

Jupiter x

Saturn x x x x

Moon x x x

Rahu x x x

Ketu x

Sudden Strike Aspect

Planets Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Moon Rah Ket

Sun x

Mercury x

Venus x

Mars x x x

Jupiter

Saturn x

Moon x x

Rahu x

Ketu

Mutual Help Aspect

Planets Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat Moon Rah Ket

Sun

Mercury

Venus

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Moon x

Rahu

Ketu x
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Ascendant chart Vedic Asc. Kundali
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AscendantMars

Sun

Saturn

Mercury

Venus

Rahu

Moon

Jupiter
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AscendantMars

Sun

Saturn

Mercury

Venus

Rahu

Moon

Jupiter

Ketu

Lal Kitab Planetary Positions

Planets House Lord Pakka Of House Comp. Estab. Virtue Asleep --- ---

Ascendant First Unlucky

Sun Fourth 12 Lucky

Mercury Fifth 1,10 Lucky

Venus Fifth 2,9 Unlucky

Mars Third 3,8 Yes Yes Lucky

Jupiter Tenth 4,7 Debilitated Unlucky

Saturn Fourth 6,5 Unlucky

Moon Sixth 11 Yes Unlucky

Rahu Fifth Unlucky

Ketu Eleventh Unlucky

Vedic Planetary Positions

Planets Dir Rashi Lord Degrees Qtr Lord Karak ---

Ascendant Virgo Mercury 23:46:34 Chitra-1 Mars

Sun Direct Sagittarius Jupiter 16:23:45 P.Sada-1 Venus Father Friendly House

Mercury Retro Capricorn Saturn 2:6:43 U.Sada-2 Sun Intellect

Venus Retro Capricorn Saturn 12:35:5 Sravana-1 Moon Spouse Friendly House

Mars Direct Scorpio Mars 15:47:57 Anuradha-4 Saturn Courage Neutral

Jupiter Retro Gemini Mercury 11:31:28 Aridra-2 Rahu Wealth

Saturn Direct Sagittarius Jupiter 21:51:34 P.Sada-3 Venus Longevity

Moon Direct Aquarius Saturn 0:19:41 Dhanishta-3 Mars Mother

Rahu Retro Capricorn Saturn 24:45:17 Dhanishta-1 Mars Desire Friendly House

Ketu Retro Cancer Moon 24:45:17 Ashlesha-3 Mercury Emancipation
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Lal Kitab Dasha

I. 01-01-1990 - 01-01-2025

II. 01-01-2027 - 01-01-2060

III. 01-01-2062 - 01-01-2095

Saturn

Planets Date
Rahu 01-01-1992

Mercury 01-01-1994

Saturn 01-01-1996

Rahu

Planets Date
Mars 01-01-1998

Ketu 01-01-2000

Rahu 01-01-2002

Ketu

Planets Date
Saturn 01-01-2003

Rahu 01-01-2004

Ketu 01-01-2005

Jupiter

Planets Date
Ketu 01-01-2007

Jupiter 01-01-2009

Sun 01-01-2011

Sun

Planets Date
Sun 01-09-2011

Moon 01-05-2012

Mars 01-01-2013

Moon

Planets Date
Jupiter 01-05-2013

Sun 01-09-2013

Moon 01-01-2014

Venus

Planets Date
Mars 01-01-2015

Venus 01-01-2016

Mercury 01-01-2017

Mars

Planets Date
Mars 01-01-2019

Saturn 01-01-2021

Venus 01-01-2023

Mercury

Planets Date
Moon 01-09-2023

Mars 01-05-2024

Jupiter 01-01-2025

Saturn

Planets Date
Rahu 01-01-2027

Mercury 01-01-2029

Saturn 01-01-2031

Rahu

Planets Date
Mars 01-01-2033

Ketu 01-01-2035

Rahu 01-01-2037

Ketu

Planets Date
Saturn 01-01-2038

Rahu 01-01-2039

Ketu 01-01-2040

Jupiter

Planets Date
Ketu 01-01-2042

Jupiter 01-01-2044

Sun 01-01-2046

Sun

Planets Date
Sun 01-09-2046

Moon 01-05-2047

Mars 01-01-2048

Moon

Planets Date
Jupiter 01-05-2048

Sun 01-09-2048

Moon 01-01-2049

Venus

Planets Date
Mars 01-01-2050

Venus 01-01-2051

Mercury 01-01-2052

Mars

Planets Date
Mars 01-01-2054

Saturn 01-01-2056

Venus 01-01-2058

Mercury

Planets Date
Moon 01-09-2058

Mars 01-05-2059

Jupiter 01-01-2060

Saturn

Planets Date
Rahu 01-01-2062

Mercury 01-01-2064

Saturn 01-01-2066

Rahu

Planets Date
Mars 01-01-2068

Ketu 01-01-2070

Rahu 01-01-2072

Ketu

Planets Date
Saturn 01-01-2073

Rahu 01-01-2074

Ketu 01-01-2075

Jupiter

Planets Date
Ketu 01-01-2077

Jupiter 01-01-2079

Sun 01-01-2081

Sun

Planets Date
Sun 01-09-2081

Moon 01-05-2082

Mars 01-01-2083

Moon

Planets Date
Jupiter 01-05-2083

Sun 01-09-2083

Moon 01-01-2084

Venus

Planets Date
Mars 01-01-2085

Venus 01-01-2086

Mercury 01-01-2087

Mars

Planets Date
Mars 01-01-2089

Saturn 01-01-2091

Venus 01-01-2093

Mercury

Planets Date
Moon 01-09-2093

Mars 01-05-2094

Jupiter 01-01-2095

XYZ
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Lal Kitab Chandra Kundali Lunar Chart
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Moon

Jupiter

Ketu Ascendant

Mars

Sun

Saturn
Mercury

Venus Rahu

11

12

1

2
3

4

5

6

7
8

9

10

Moon

Jupiter

Ketu Ascendant

Mars

Sun

Saturn
Mercury

Venus Rahu

Houses in Lal Kitab
Bhav Planets Owner Pakka House Asleep Exalted Debilitated Fortune

1 Mars Sun Sun Saturn Mars

2 Venus Jupiter Yes Moon Moon

3 Mars Mercury Mars Rahu Ketu Mercury

4 Sun, Saturn Moon Moon Jupiter Mars Moon

5 Mercury, Venus, Rahu Sun Jupiter Sun

6 Moon Mercury Merc, Ketu Mercury, Rahu Venus, Ketu Ketu

7 Venus Ven, Merc Yes Saturn Venus

8 Mars Mars, Sat Yes Moon Moon

9 Jupiter Jupiter Yes Ketu Rahu Saturn

10 Jupiter Saturn Saturn Mars Jupiter Saturn

11 Ketu Saturn Saturn Jupiter

12 Jupiter Jupiter Venus, Ketu Mercury, Rahu Rahu

Planetary Relationships
Planets Sun Mercury Venus Mars Jupiter Saturn Moon Rahu Ketu

Sun Neutral Enemy Friend Friend Enemy Friend Neutral Neutral

Mercury Friend Friend Neutral Neutral Neutral Enemy Friend Neutral

Venus Enemy Friend Neutral Neutral Friend Enemy Enemy Friend

Mars Friend Enemy Neutral Friend Neutral Friend Neutral Enemy

Jupiter Friend Enemy Enemy Friend Neutral Friend Neutral Neutral

Saturn Enemy Friend Friend Enemy Neutral Enemy Friend Neutral

Moon Friend Friend Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Enemy

Rahu Enemy Friend Enemy Enemy Neutral Friend Neutral Friend

Ketu Neutral Neutral Friend Enemy Neutral Neutral Enemy Friend
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Sun-Fourth Mercury-Fifth Venus-Fifth

Mars-Third Jupiter-Tenth Saturn-Fourth

Moon-Sixth Rahu-Fifth Ketu-Eleventh

Palm Map As Per Lal Kitab
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Vimshottari-Pratyantar

Jupiter

30-04-2011 - 18-06-2013

Jupiter 30-04-2011 - 12-08-2011

Saturn 12-08-2011 - 14-12-2011

Mercury 14-12-2011 - 02-04-2012

Ketu 02-04-2012 - 17-05-2012

Venus 17-05-2012 - 24-09-2012

Sun 24-09-2012 - 02-11-2012

Moon 02-11-2012 - 06-01-2013

Mars 06-01-2013 - 21-02-2013

Rahu 21-02-2013 - 17-06-2013

Saturn

18-06-2013 - 30-12-2015

Saturn 18-06-2013 - 11-11-2013

Mercury 11-11-2013 - 23-03-2014

Ketu 23-03-2014 - 16-05-2014

Venus 16-05-2014 - 17-10-2014

Sun 17-10-2014 - 02-12-2014

Moon 02-12-2014 - 17-02-2015

Mars 17-02-2015 - 12-04-2015

Rahu 12-04-2015 - 29-08-2015

Jupiter 29-08-2015 - 30-12-2015

Mercury

30-12-2015 - 06-04-2018

Mercury 30-12-2015 - 25-04-2016

Ketu 25-04-2016 - 12-06-2016

Venus 12-06-2016 - 28-10-2016

Sun 28-10-2016 - 09-12-2016

Moon 09-12-2016 - 16-02-2017

Mars 16-02-2017 - 05-04-2017

Rahu 05-04-2017 - 07-08-2017

Jupiter 07-08-2017 - 26-11-2017

Saturn 26-11-2017 - 06-04-2018

Ketu

06-04-2018 - 13-03-2019

Ketu 06-04-2018 - 26-04-2018

Venus 26-04-2018 - 22-06-2018

Sun 22-06-2018 - 09-07-2018

Moon 09-07-2018 - 06-08-2018

Mars 06-08-2018 - 26-08-2018

Rahu 26-08-2018 - 16-10-2018

Jupiter 16-10-2018 - 01-12-2018

Saturn 01-12-2018 - 24-01-2019

Mercury 24-01-2019 - 13-03-2019

Venus

13-03-2019 - 12-11-2021

Venus 13-03-2019 - 22-08-2019

Sun 22-08-2019 - 10-10-2019

Moon 10-10-2019 - 30-12-2019

Mars 30-12-2019 - 25-02-2020

Rahu 25-02-2020 - 20-07-2020

Jupiter 20-07-2020 - 27-11-2020

Saturn 27-11-2020 - 30-04-2021

Mercury 30-04-2021 - 15-09-2021

Ketu 15-09-2021 - 11-11-2021

Sun

12-11-2021 - 31-08-2022

Sun 12-11-2021 - 26-11-2021

Moon 26-11-2021 - 21-12-2021

Mars 21-12-2021 - 07-01-2022

Rahu 07-01-2022 - 19-02-2022

Jupiter 19-02-2022 - 30-03-2022

Saturn 30-03-2022 - 16-05-2022

Mercury 16-05-2022 - 26-06-2022

Ketu 26-06-2022 - 13-07-2022

Venus 13-07-2022 - 31-08-2022

Moon

31-08-2022 - 31-12-2023

Moon 31-08-2022 - 10-10-2022

Mars 10-10-2022 - 08-11-2022

Rahu 08-11-2022 - 20-01-2023

Jupiter 20-01-2023 - 26-03-2023

Saturn 26-03-2023 - 11-06-2023

Mercury 11-06-2023 - 19-08-2023

Ketu 19-08-2023 - 16-09-2023

Venus 16-09-2023 - 06-12-2023

Sun 06-12-2023 - 31-12-2023

Mars

31-12-2023 - 05-12-2024

Mars 31-12-2023 - 19-01-2024

Rahu 19-01-2024 - 11-03-2024

Jupiter 11-03-2024 - 25-04-2024

Saturn 25-04-2024 - 18-06-2024

Mercury 18-06-2024 - 05-08-2024

Ketu 05-08-2024 - 25-08-2024

Venus 25-08-2024 - 21-10-2024

Sun 21-10-2024 - 07-11-2024

Moon 07-11-2024 - 05-12-2024

Rahu

05-12-2024 - 01-05-2027

Rahu 05-12-2024 - 16-04-2025

Jupiter 16-04-2025 - 11-08-2025

Saturn 11-08-2025 - 28-12-2025

Mercury 28-12-2025 - 01-05-2026

Ketu 01-05-2026 - 21-06-2026

Venus 21-06-2026 - 14-11-2026

Sun 14-11-2026 - 28-12-2026

Moon 28-12-2026 - 11-03-2027

Mars 11-03-2027 - 01-05-2027
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Remedies in Lal Kitab

1. Generally each remedy is from 40 to 43 days. But in particular circumstances do the  
weekly remedy of a particular planet for 40 to 43 weeks.  

2. If your routine is broken due to some or the other reason, then you should start again from  
the stretch, then only the remedies prescribed in the Lal Kitab will yield you results.  
Otherwise you will not get profit.  

3. If you want to avoid from starting the remedies afresh then you should keep rice washed in  
milk with you.  

4. You need not do all the remedies of a particular planet at one time. You can do the  
remedies according to your capacity.  

5. Do all the remedies in day time from dawn to sunset. Do not do any remedy in the night as  
the lord of night is Saturn and the remedy done in the night can give you adverse results.

6. Any of the blood relative can do the remedy for a relative. These remedies give results.  

7. If a person gives you some item relating to some planet at the time of his death then it is  
auspicious result giving.  

8. Any person aspiring comfort -prosperity and popularity in his life can do these remedies.

Remedies of Sun

Do the remedy of Sun to - make your health good, to get a government job or some benefit in  
the government and to get respect and honour in the society.  

1. Drop jaggery in the flowing water of a river.  

2. Donate gold in place of copper.  

3. Donate wheat, red flowers, and copper pot.  

4. Recite Aditya Hirdya Satotra or Harivansh Purana.

Remedies of Moon

To increase the health and comfort of your mother and to attain mental peace do the remedy  
of Moon.

1. Keep water in a pot on the head side of your bed in the night and drop it in the roots of an  
acacia tree in the morning.

2. Bring silver, rice, and water of a river equal to the weight of the person at the time of the  
marriage of the native in the house.

3. Donate, silver rice and milk.

9
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4. Do Rudraabhisheka by GangaJal or do it with unboiled milk.

Remedies of Jupiter

To get the comfort of your father, to attain high education, and to attain high position in the  
spirituality, do the remedy of Jupiter.  

1. Put Keshar on your tongue or naval.  

2. The gold donated in dowry makes the result of Jupiter auspicious.  

3. Donate Chane Ki Daal and gold.  

4. Do Hari Pujan / worship of God or worship the idol of Shaligram.

Remedies of Saturn

Do the remedy of Saturn to get success - in judicial disputes, in the business of heavy  
machinery, and to get benefit from the labour class.  

1. Have a look at your reflection in a pot with mustard oil in it and donate it .  

2. If you possess some bad habit then you should take a pledge by taking two pieces of black  
salt or two pieces of iron that you will refrain from these.  

3. Offer chapatis to the crows to save yourself from economic crisis.  

4. Offer chapatis to a dog to beget a child.  

5. Donate Urad ki Daal (black gram) and iron.  

6. Worship god Saturn.

Remedies of Mercury

Do the remedy of Mars to increase your wit and to get cooperation from your sister, daughter  
and your paternal uncle, and to get profit in the business.  

1. Make a hole in a copper coin and drop it in the flowing water of a river.

2. Drop Moong Ki Daal and green Vegetables.

3. Offer green fodder to cows on Wednesday.  

4. Recite Durga Saptashati.

Remedies of Mars
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Do the remedy of Mars to get the cooperation from your brothers, to increase your potency  
and to save yourself from injury and accident.   

1. Drop Batase ( Sugar Bubble) in the flowing water of a river.

2. Donate Laddus of Besan.

3. Cook sweet chapatis and offer them to the dogs.

4. Wash Jow or wheatseeds in milk and drop them in the flowing water of a river.

5. Drop 400 gram Rewari in the flowing water of a river.

6. Put Keshar on your naval.

7. Donate Moong Ki Daal and Moonga/ coral, a red seastone.

8. Recite SundarKand from Ramcharitmanas.

Remedies of Venus

To bring sweetness in relations with your wife, to get success in the field of art, literature and  
music do the remedy of Venus.  

1. Donate a cow.  

2. Donate the corn - barley.  

3. Offer chapati to a cow.  

4. Rear a cow.  

5. Donate Ghee, curd and Kapoor.

Remedies of Rahu

To get cooperation from the in -laws and to get success in the field of politics, you should do  
the remedy of Rahu.

1. Drop the wooden coals in the flowing water of a river.  

2. Donate a raddish.

3. Donate mustard.  

4. Donate a virgin. If you do not have your own daughter then you can donate money in the  
marriage of someone else's daughter.

Remedies of Ketu
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To get success in the field of diplomacy and to go ahead in the adventurous deeds, do the  
remedy of Ketu.  

1. Offer chapati to dogs.  

2. Donate Til.

3. Donate a black cow.  

4. If you have some bad habit then take a pledge by taking stones of two colours in your  
hands that you will refrain from that bad habit.
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Predictions From Lal Kitab

You are born in the Virgo ascendant. You will have slack arms and shoulders. You will have  
goggle eyes, medium nose and thick hair. You will be a witty man, but you can lack in  
attaining education. You may be proficient in some informal education. There will be no  
unanimity in your nature, because of which you will face problem in taking a decision, also  
you can miss a chance of profit. You will be true and soft spoken. You will be wife in social  
relations. You may be a shying man. You can also possess knowledge of armaments. You  
can be interested in music art and films. Also, one of these can be your hobby.

You will like to work by using your mental capacities. Those works, where there will be  
requirement of acumen, there you will be more successful. You will get more profit in  
business than in the government sector. Your economic condition will be very sound. You will  
enjoy all kinds of comforts and luxuries. Also, you can earn profit from the wealth and house  
of others. You are born in the Virgo ascendant. You will have slack arms and shoulders. You  
will have goggle eyes, medium nose and thick hair. You will be a witty man, but you can lack  
in attaining education. You may be proficient in some informal education. There will be no  
unanimity in your nature, because of which you will face problem in taking a decision, also  
you can miss a chance of profit. You will be true and soft spoken. You will be wife in social  
relations. You may be a shying man. You can also possess knowledge of armaments. You  
can be interested in music art and films. Also, one of these can be your hobby.
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Bhava Predictions From Lal Kitab

Sun

Sun is auspiciously situated in the fourth house in your chart, so you will have a pure and  
generous heart and your health will remain good.  

 If you are in the field of job, then you will gain popularity as a big officer. A desire to earn  
wealth will always remain in your heart and you will get ancestral wealth and property. You  
wont have to remain worried for wealth because you may have a number of sources of  
income. Yet you will be an economic man. Your children will get the benefit of your property.  
You will have a happy and prosperous family life.

Remedy

1. Do not hurt your parent's feelings in any way. Do not cause any trouble or harm to them.  
Respect them.

2. Don’t consume non- vegetarian food and liquor.  

3. Don't tell lies.  

4. Keep calm and control your anger, otherwise it may cause loss to your honour and  
prestige

Mercury

Mercury is auspiciously situated in the fifth house in your chart. You will be a learned man  
and your words will have their own power.  

You will help your family in every possible way, and your respect and honour will gradually  
increase. You will never feel scarcity of wealth. You will prove to be a good father for your  
children. You will do every effort to make their future bright.

Remedy

1. You will get auspicious results by lighting a lamp/ flame in the temple.  

2. Adopt a dog.  

3. Control your tongue and anger. Be honest to your words. Do not let your mind go astray.  

4. Wear a copper coin/ piece (in a green thread)around your neck.

Venus

Venus is inauspiciously situated in the fifth house in your chart. Control your mind and keep  
your dealings moderate and normal. If your mind is diverted towards lust and sensuality then  
your economic condition may be weak.

The placement will remain comfortable for your wife and children. Both will be healthy and  
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strong.

Remedy

1.Make donation of a cow and other items through the hands of your wife. This will bring  
prosperity in your wealth and health.  

2. Don't trade in the items of Rahu like - Sesame seed(Til), mustard, and items of green  
colour. 

3. Bury a blue flower in the jungle in the evening through the hands of your wife.  

4. Have faith in God and worship God in a temple.

Mars

Mars is auspiciously situated in the third house in your chart. You will have a long life. You will  
be a brave man full of wisdom, because of which you will continuously move ahead on the  
path of progress.

You will be an able and successful man. The society will get a lot of benefit from you, but you  
will not try to earn popularity with your talents and capabilities. You will be a benevolent and  
simple natured man. It will be beneficial for you to join in police or military.

You will treat people according to their behaviour. For example, you will be a friend for a  
friend and an enemy for an enemy. Your in-laws will be rich or they will become rich after  
making relations with you, and you will get monetary benefit from your in-laws. You may have  
two brothers and a sister.

Remedy

1. Don't get indulged in beauty and lust; otherwise you can deviate from your goal.

Jupiter

Jupiter is inauspiciously situated in the tenth house in your chart. Because of which you will  
have a pure heart and you will follow the path of religion and idealism, but you will have to  
struggle a lot to achieve success in business. Your economic condition may remain poor  
because of which your life may not be so happy.

There are very few chances of getting benefit from the company of your father. There may be  
problems in your domestic life. Whatever work you do, do it with great care, otherwise you  
can might be defamed.

Jupiter is situated in the tenth house in your chart and there is inauspicious effect of planets  
Mercury / Saturn in the fifth house on it.

There may be some problems for you on the part of your in- laws and children. Travel with  
sufficient planning, otherwise there will be less chances of profit.

Be cautious while doing work and take full care of your goods, otherwise you may be alleged  
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to have committed theft.

Jupiter is situated in the tenth house in your chart and there is inauspicious effect of planets  
Mercury / Saturn in the fifth house on it.

There may be some problems for you on the part of your in- laws and children. Travel with  
sufficient planning, otherwise there will be less chances of profit.

Be cautious while doing work and take full care of your goods, otherwise you may be alleged  
to have committed theft.

Remedy

1. Paste a Tilak of Keshar (saffron)on your forehead.

2. Get your nose pierced.

3. Try to avoid illicit relationships and anti – social activities.

Saturn

Saturn is auspiciously situated in the fourth house in your chart. Your life will remain full of  
love. You will receive the comfort of your parents in your childhood. You will get the love of  
wife in youth age; and in the old age you will have love for God in your heart.

Moon

Moon is inauspiciously situated in the sixth house, because of which you may be ill and there  
might be loss in your wealth and property.  

Keep faith in religion. Because of this Yoga your parents and children may suffer. Your  
father’s elder brother, uncle and father’s sister may be suffering from some or the other  
problems. To avoid all this tension, you should consume milk.

Remedy

1. Keep on donating some or the other item of Moon’s companion – Sun, to a temple and  
worship the god, this will make your Moon strong.  

2. Keep on donating some or the other item of Moon’s companion – Mars, to a temple and  
worship the god.  

3. Keep on donating some or the other item of Moon’s companion – Jupiter, to a temple and  
worship the god.

4. Don’t consume milk in the night; you can use curd, lassi or cheese. If taking milk is  
necessary from the health point of view then you can take milk in day time. Use torn milk in  
the night.

Rahu
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Rahu is inauspiciously situated in the fifth house in your chart. Due to the inauspicious  
placement of Rahu, the members of your family may be ill and your wealth might be spent in  
their diagnose.

 Your son may also suffer from health problems. There might be some differences of opinion  
between you and your father. You may marry twice.

Remedy

1. Marry again with your wife. This will avert the Yoga of second marriage.  

2. Refrain from meat, wine and bad deed. By doing so the Rahu will not become inauspicious  
for your children.  

3.Lay a silver paper in the entire threshold(main entrance) of your ancestral house,or keep a  
silver elephant in your house.

Ketu

Ketu is auspiciously situated in the eleventh house in your chart. You will always make  
preparations for future. You won't regret about past. You will earn more wealth and property  
than that you will receive from your forefathers. You may be very sensual. Ketu will always  
remain auspicious and helpful for ladies.

Remedy

1. Adopt a dog and look after well.
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Combination of Planets

There are no result giving combinations in your chart.

According to Lal Kitab, a combination is made when two planets are jointly situated in any  
house in a chart. Whether a combination of planets is auspicious or inauspicious, it depends  
on the placement of other planets in the chart. When the other planets are in good position  
then the combination yields auspicious result and when the other planets are not  
auspiciously situated then the combination is inauspicious. The combination provides a  
speciality to a chart, means whether a chart is particularly good or bad.  

There is no combination of any kind in your chart. The planets give their auspicious or  
inauspicious results according to their placement in the particular house. Your chart will be  
called a chart without a combination. So instead of providing special auspicious or  
inauspicious result it will be giving you normal result.
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Rinas and Remedies in Lal Kitab

Dev (God's) Rin

There is Yoga of Dev Rina in your chart. You must have disrespected, or cause hurt to some  
Brahmin, or a temple in your previous birth, because of which you are suffering from Dev  
Rina. Because of this situation there will be problems in your works, and you will have to do a  
lot of struggle to achieve success.  

Remedy

1. Collect equal amount of wealth from all the members of your family and donate it in a  
temple after doing prayers.  

2. Collect equal amount of wealth from all the members of your family and make a  
community centre for helpless elders.

Remedy

1. Collect equal amount of wealth from all the members of your family and donate it in a  
temple after doing prayers.  

2. Collect equal amount of wealth from all the members of your family and make a  
community centre for helpless elders.
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Kind of chart for you

Enemy Planets Kundali

The planet in your chart is sitting in the zodiac sign of the enemy planet. The lord of that  
zodiac sign has developed enmity with his friendly planet. Because of which your chart has  
become a chart of Mukablewale Graha's chart.  
The planet situated in your chart is spoiling the house of the enemy planet, so the friends of  
this house have started having enmity with the Bhavesh. Because of which you may get  
treachery from people and friends around you. You will have to do a lot of struggle to get  
success in your works. Do not depend on others for your success. Have faith in your  
capabilities and do efforts. Be careful while doing works, as negligence can be harmful to  
you. 

Remedy

To end the enmity of the related friendly planet, do the remedy of that planet.

Remedy

To abolish the enmity of the friendly planet, do the remedy of that planet.

Immature Kundli

The faladesh of the Nabalig Kundli till the age of twelve:

1. For the first year there will be the impact of the seventh house and the planets situated in  
it.

2. For the second year there will be the impact of the fourth house and the planets situated in  
it.

3. For the third year there will be the impact of the seventh house and the planets situated in  
it.

4. For the fourth year there will be the impact of the tenth house and the planets situated in it.

5. For the fifth year there will be the impact of the eleventh house and the planets situated in  
it.

6. For the sixth year there will be the impact of the third house and the planets situated in it.

7. For the seventh year there will be the impact of the second house and the planets situated  
in it.

8. For the eighth year there will be the impact of the fifth house and the planets situated in it.

9. For the ninth year there will be the impact of the sixth house and the planets situated in it.

10. For the tenth year there will be the impact of the twelfth house and the planets situated in  
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it.

11. For the eleventh year there will be the impact of the first house and the planets situated in  
it.

12. For the twelfth year there will be the impact of the eighth house and the planets situated  
in it.

Note

If there is no planet in the first house then the Lord of the zodiac sign of that house, where
that Lord is located , the result will be of that place.

Result

1. Because your chart is a Nabalig chart, so there will be a down fall in the auspicious effect  
of the
planets. Or you will get the result of planets very late. You will not be satisfied with the results  
of your
works. To increase the percentage of success of your works take the advice of your well  
wishers,
and work in partnership.

Remedy

For the attainment of speedy auspicious results make the remedy of the planets which are  
making
your chart a Nabalig chart.

Remedy

To get speedy and full auspicious result, do the remedy of the planet making your chart, a  
chart of Nabalig Grah.
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Manglik Effect

Generally the people become upset on hearing the name of Manglik Dosha. A day comprises  
of 24 hours. Out of these 24 hours, children born in 10 hours are born with a Manglik chart  
and the rest 14 hours child are free from Manglik Dosha. The Manglik Dosha is considered  
while making matrimonial match of a boy and a girl's chart. Either both the charts should be  
free from the Manglik Dosha or both the charts should possess this Dosha, so that the fault  
of the one is nullified with the fault of the other. It is not a curse that a person is having a  
Manglik chart. Only because of the lack of knowledge it is taken by some people that Mars is  
an inauspicious  
planet. 

The Mars is the son of Varaha ( the incarnation of Lord Vishnu) and Earth and hence it is  
benevolent. It is only Mars because of whom a person is - healthy, possessing good quantity  
of blood, coveteous, destroyer of enemies, always victorious in the battlefield, owner of big  
property and rich. It is only Mars which is the cause behind all these.  
According to Lal Kitab, Mars becomes more inauspicious in the fourth house in the Cancer  
zodiac sign, than it is in the other houses (1, 7, 8 and 12). Mars is weak in the debilitated  
zodiac sign, and there it gives an inauspicious result.

The Mars is not situated in the first, fourth, eighth and twelfth house in your chart, therefore,  
you are free from Manglik dosha. There is no obstruction of any kind in your marriage. Your  
married life will pass in comfort and luxury.
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Importance of gems

Whenever any planet in the chart is in inauspicious condition or is in a deblitated condition,  
then to bring auspiciousness or to give boost to that planet, the native is advised to put on  
some gem or semi gem of that planet. Each particular Gem takes a special rigid form  
comprising particular chemical components. This is worn in a special finger. The main aim of  
putting on this gem is that it transports the rays of that particular planet from the sky into the  
body of the person wearing it. By it the deficiency of that particular planet in the body is  
fulfilled, and the planet becomes exalted and starts giving auspicious result. But the special  
precondition for it is that the gem must be pure and without any bias. Because it is witnessed  
a number of times that the biased gems cause loss instead of profit. According to your chart,  
wearing the gem of the following planet will be useful for you.

Gem for you

Moon-pearl

With the strengthening of the Moon, you will get the love and affection of your mother, for a  
long time. Your mental condition becomes stronger and there is profit of wealth in job and  
business. Your journey will be happy and fruitful. If the Moon is in the inauspicious condition  
in your chart then to bring it in the auspicious condition, you should put on a pearl of atleast  
five and a quarter Ratti in a silver ring in the last finger of your right hand on some Monday.  
By it your mental condition will be strengthened and there will be profit in business. Your  
journey will be comfortable and beneficial. You will get mental peace. The gem for Moon is  
pearl. But if you can not afford pearl then you can put on Moonstone and Opal. The metal of  
Moon is - silver.

MoonBeej Mantra  

" Om Shram Shrim Shrom Sah Chandrayay Namah."

MoonPauranicMantra

" Om Dadhishankham Tusharabham Kashirodarnav Sambhavam;  
Namami Shashinam Somam Sambhormukut Bhushanam."

Beej Mantra

" Om Shram Shrim Shrom Sah Chandrayay Namah."

Pauranik Mantra

" Om Dadhishankham Tusharabham Kashirodarnav Sambhavam;  
Namami Shashinam Somam Sambhormukut Bhushanam."

Jupiter -Yellow Sapphire (Pukhraj)/ Topaz (Sunela)

By making your Jupiter strong, you will get profit in your relations with your father. If you are a  
student, then there will be progress in your education. Those who are married, they will get  
the benefit of the children. You can also get help from the government side. The Gem of  
Jupiter is Yellow Sapphire. Those who can not afford Pukhraj (Yellow Sapphire), they can  
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also put on its semi - stone Sunela( Topaz). To make your Jupiter strong, you should wear a  
Yellow Sapphire or Topaz, of five and a quarter Ratti, in the first (Tarjani) finger of your right  
hand on any Thursday in the Shukla Paksha. The metal of Jupiter is Gold.  

JupiterBeej Mantra
" Om Gram Grim Grom Sah Gurvey Namah."

JupiterPauranicMantra

“ Om Devanam Ch Rishinam Ch Guru Kanchan Sannibham;
Buddhibhutam Trilokesham, Tam Namami Brihaspatim.”

Beej Mantra

" Om Gram Grim Grom Sah Gurvey Namah."

Pauranik Mantra

“ Om Devanam Ch Rishinam Ch Guru Kanchan Sannibham;
Buddhibhutam Trilokesham, Tam Namami Brihaspatim.”

Rahu-Gomed ( Hessonite)

By making your Rahu auspicious, you will get benefit from people of lower class. There are  
chances of your getting benefit in the field of politics and contractor ship. You may get  
sudden profits. To make your Rahu strong, you can wear a Gomed ( Hessonite) of five and a  
quarter Ratti in the Ring of five or eight metals, in the middle finger of your right hand on any  
Wednesday or Saturday in the Shukla Paksha. The Metal of Rahu is - Astha Dhatu ( Eight  
Metal).

RahuBeej Mantra

" Om Bhram Bhrim Bhrom Sah Rahvey Namah.”

RahuPauranicMantra

“ Om Aradhkayam Mahaviryam Chanderaditya Vimardanam;
Sinhika Garbh Sambhutam Tam Rahu Pranamyaham.”

Beej Mantra

" Om Bhram Bhrim Bhrom Sah Rahvey Namah.”

Pauranik Mantra

“ Om Aradhkayam Mahaviryam Chanderaditya Vimardanam;
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Sinhika Garbh Sambhutam Tam Rahu Pranamyaham.”

Venus-diamond

By making your Venus strong, there will be an increase in your worldly comforts. Particularly,  
if you have some problem in your domestic life, then that will be solved and you will have  
better relations with your wife. You can also get the profit of a vehicle. The Gem of Venus is  
Diamond. Those who can not afford to buy a diamond, they can also put on its semi - gem,  
Zircon and Firoza (Turquise) also. To make your Venus strong, you can wear a diamond of  
atleast five cent or Zircon of five and a quarter Ratti, in platinum or silver ring in the Middle  
finger of your right hand on any Friday of the Shukla Paksha. The Metal of Venus is platinum.  

VenusBeej Mantra

" Om Dram Drim Drom Sah Shukray Namah."

VenusPauranicMantra

“ Om Himkund Mrinalabham, Daitayanam Param Gurum;  
Sarva Shastra Pravaktaram Bhargavam Pranamayaham. “

Beej Mantra

" Om Dram Drim Drom Sah Shukray Namah."

Pauranik Mantra

“ Om Himkund Mrinalabham, Daitayanam Param Gurum;  
Sarva Shastra Pravaktaram Bhargavam Pranamayaham. “
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Rudraksh for you.

4. Chaar Mukhi Rudraksha ( Four Faced Utrasum Bead)

You are born on the fourth day of the lunar period. So the four faced Rudraksha is most  
suitable for you. The four faced Rudraksha is the live symbol of Brahma. This Rudraksha  
saves you from the sin of killing man and animal. This helps you in getting the right  
education, and you get the good divine teacher. This saves you from unwanted and immoral  
sex relations. Those whose memory is weak for them it is like RamBan, the arrow of Lord  
Rama, the symbol of sure success. The person who wears it gets success in the  
examination. The person who wears it makes progress in his life and becomes rich. This is  
helpful in enticing. The Hymn to be spoken, while putting on four faced Rudraksha is:

“ Om Vram Kram Tam Ham Ee”
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